IMPACT OF THE EXPANDING ROLE OF CONTRACTORS: VITAL IN WAR
The idea of the Department of Defense (DoD) using contractors to execute tasks normally performed by Soldiers is not a new phenomenon. It has been employed for centuries and is a proven asset. The United States Military used contractors dating back to George Washington and the Revolutionary War in which the Continental Army relied on contractors to provide such goods and services as transportation and engineering services, clothing, and weapons. 1 This option continued and excelled over time; there is an undeniable trend toward the increased use of their employment within the Department of Defense in peacekeeping, stability and support and combat operations. Depicted in Figure 1 is the historical perspective of contractor utilization. Freedom, more than 50 percent of DoD's forces consist of contractors. 3 These operations existed for the past several years and contractors were involved from the beginning; however, the support and will of the American public since 9/11 continues to decline. The current administration conveyed decisions to start withdrawing forces. As DoD supports the strategic goals and objectives of President Obama and his administration, the roles of contractors will likely expand; however, the ability to manage them could degrade even more. As DoD reduces the U.S. military force structure in both OIF (Operation New Dawn) and OEF, the question to ask is "who will replace the capability/capacity left void by the forces departure?" Theoretically, the people of those particular countries will transition into the roles vacated by the U.S. forces and its allies and begin to govern, police and secure themselves. However, statistics and events
show that these countries are incapable of assuming such roles at the present time or for the predicted future departure timetable. Contractors are intensely involved in performing tasks normally executed by Soldiers since the start of these operations. As the redeployments continue, contractors will fill many of the voids left by the departure of military forces. DoD must immediately reassess and validate the strategy of incorporating the use of Contractors and rewrite its own doctrine.
Background
The United States Government is one of many entities that employ private contractors to conduct a variety of functions and/or missions. The Department of
Defense has often relied upon contractors to support military operations. Their use throughout DoD has progressively increased over the past decades. 4 This increased reliance on contractors gave rise to the growth of private industry worldwide.
DoD hires contractors to provide a wide range of services that include basic functions (custodial and landscaping); administrative services (travel and management support); and complex professional and management services (i.e., advisory and assistance) that closely support inherently governmental functions, decisions, and spending, (acquisition support, budget preparation, developing or interpreting regulations, engineering and technical services, and policy development). 5 In many cases, contractors are used because the government lacks the personnel to do the job.
This increase is not surprising and the use of contractors to support the military is no longer an option, but a necessity as well as a combat multiplier. Therefore, contractor support is an essential, vital part of our force projection capability and ever so escalating in its importance. Several factors have driven this expanded role for contractors:
downsizing of the military following the Gulf War, growing reliance on contractors to support the latest weapons and provide lifetime support for the systems, DoDsponsored initiative to outsource or privatize functions to improve efficiency and free up funds for sustainment and modernization programs, and increased operating tempos. 6 The expanding roles and utilization of contractors have a potential future impact on the culture of the US Army. Thus, requires all leaders not only to understand the role of contractors, but to assist in the discipline of ethics, accountability and management as well.
Evolution
The In addition to the belief that it is more cost-effective to hire contractor employees instead of government employees, reasons include the need for skills and expertise not currently found in DoD; the flexibility and the relative ease in obtaining necessary support from contractor employees instead of hiring additional government employees;
and established ceilings on the authorized number of government employees. 17 A key assumption of many of the federal management reforms of the 1990s was that the costefficiency of government operations would be improved. In addition to a desire for cost savings, the need to meet mission requirements while contending with limitations on government full-time equivalent positions and a desire to use contractors' capabilities and skills in particular situations were factors in increasing the use of contractors.
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Continuity is a major advantage and asset of contractors. While the U.S. military has a policy that ensures the vast majority of personnel rotate every six to 12 months, contractors are often willing to stay for longer periods which can be attributed to increased stability within a unit/organization. The most highly prized attribute of private contractors is that they reduce troop requirements by replacing military personnel. This reduces the military and political resources that potentially must deploy to the conflict.
Without the presence of contractors, the United States military would have required twice as many troops. The U.S. Armed Forces struggled to maintain 160,000 troops in Iraq; it is doubtful that DoD could have supported the 320,000 needed if contractors were not employed. 19 At the height of the surge in April 2008 as shown in Figure 3 , DoD had 163,900 contractors supporting 160,000 troops in Iraq. 20 Lessons learned The Army in particular, can obtain substantial advantages and economies through contracted support. Recent reductions in military structure, coupled with high mission requirements and the unlikely prospect of full mobilization, mean that specific units will often have to be significantly augmented with contractor support. As these trends continue, the future battlefield will require ever increasing numbers of critically important contractor employees. Army policy (AR 715-9) states civilian contractors may be employed anywhere in the area of operation (AO) to support operations and weapon systems. 22 Accordingly, commanders, staffs, and Soldiers must be familiar with how to plan for and use contractor-employee accountability procedures. 40 The lack of documentation for many of these individuals, coupled with the lack of an effective national police force in these countries, make screening these personnel a difficult and frightening task, especially 
Ethics
As the Army continues increasing its reliance on contractors, a few of the reoccurring issues have become trends: ethics, accountability, and management of contractors involved in theater operations. 44 The ethics of some contractors in past events have come into question, for example Blackwater security personnel actions and DynCorp. 45 Blackwater employs armed personnel to protect private property, assets and individuals. In Fallujah, Iraq, in 2007 Blackwater contract workers accused of opening fire without provocation and using excessive force as they allegedly shot Iraqi civilians in Baghdad while escorting a convoy. DynCorp was accused of ignoring signs of drug abuse among employees in Afghanistan, and billing the United States for millions of dollars of work that was not authorized and began other projects without approvals. In these instances, the events that transpired resulted in a less than positive image on military leaders that were either responsible for or had knowledge of, the wrong doings. Sadly, these were not the only events involving contractor inappropriate behavior and/or actions. Although committed by private contractors, the military is still ultimately responsible and must adjust its culture to adapt to future unethical actions.
Ethics involves concepts of fair and unfair, right and wrong, moral and immoral.
Most people consider lying, cheating, stealing, and harming others to be unethical.
Honesty, integrity, keeping one's word, respecting rights of others are generally considered ethical -they are traits that a rational person is supposed to believe in and 
Accountability and Management
One of the visible problems is the command and control versus management.
The commander has no "command and control" authority over contractor personnel.
While the contract can require contractor personnel to abide by all guidance and obey all instructions and general orders applicable to US Armed Forces and DoD Civilians,
contractors cannot be commanded. Their relationship with the government is governed by the terms and conditions of their contract. Only the contracting officer has the authority to direct the contractor. The commander must manage contractor personnel through the contracting process, and has no authority to command or discipline them unless it is during a Congressionally declaration of war.
Recommendations
Throughout history, military forces have depended on civilian contractors of one sort or another to provide more flexibility for the use of available military assets and resources. The main finding from this research is that DoD needs to provide adequate guidance, policy, doctrine and resources to maintain contractors as a combat multiplier.
Additionally, planners at all levels need to incorporate contingency contracting into future operations as well as capitalize on the skills, knowledge and abilities that contractors can bring to the operation.
Maintain Status Quo and Strategic Implication
DoD needs to maintain the status quo in respect to the use of contractors.
Currently, the use of contractors has increased mission success, allowed for more flexibility in respect to rotational forces (especially support forces), and deceased the fatality rates among military forces. Combatant commanders and Services must ensure that their subordinate organizations properly plan for, train and utilize contractors in current and future contingency operations. The focus on updating and maintaining doctrine must continue to receive critical attention as it is essential to the success of future operations.
Contractors have an important role to play in the discharge of the government's responsibilities, and in some cases the use of contractors can result in improved economy, efficiency, and effectiveness. One of the strategic impacts is that the use of contractors has allowed the combatant commander to array his forces due to the support and/or functions of the contractors. Additionally, as studies and research continues, the overall cost will level out and effectiveness will continue to improve. 
